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"We are definitely not the streamlined, hyper-efficient kernel I envisioned when I started writing Linux."

– Linus Torvalds SOURCE: Inquirer 3 weeks ago
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Wikipedia

Linus Benedict Torvalds (pronunciation (help·info); [ˈliːnəs ˈtuːrvalds]; born December 28, 1969 in Helsinki, Finland) is a Finnish software engineer best known for having initiated the development of the Linux kernel. He later became the chief architect of the Linux kernel, and now acts as the project's coordinator. Full Article At Wikipedia.org
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VIDEO: Tech Talk: Linus Torvalds on git

Linus Torvalds visits Google to share his thoughts on git, the source control management system he created two years ago.

2.

VIDEO: The Origins of Linux - Linus Torvalds

[Recorded Sept 19, 2001] Linus Torvalds, the creator of the operating system phenomenon Linux, tells the story of how he went from writing code as a graduate student in Helsinki in the early 1990s ...
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what would clay do?

Russell Davies 4 days ago

Mr Shirky talked at a Yahoo thing recently, there’s a live-blog of it here, and he said something that explained to m... Full Article at Russell Davies
Nanorobot Invention and Linux: The Open Technology Factor - An Open Letter to UNO General Secretary

Introduction Linus Torvalds has shown how people can come together in a practical way, to boost technological develop... Full Article at Nanotech Now

3. Linux Foundation aims to boost membership with new perks

Ars Technica 5 days ago

The Linux Foundation (LF) is hoping to boost its membership by offering new perks to individual members. Full Article at Ars Technica

4. Linux Foundation bid to lure members

ITWire 6 days ago

The Linux Foundation will offer discounts from HP, Dell and Lenovo plus a linux.com email address in a bid to lure in... Full Article at ITWire

5. FLOSS Weekly 89: MindTouch

this WEEK in TECH 2 weeks ago

This week a discussion on MindTouch, the open source collaborative networking too. Full Article at this WEEK in TECH

6. frank19931: Linus Torvalds: 'Linux is bloated'

Town Hall 3 weeks ago

Linus Torvalds, founder of the Linux kernel, made a startling comment at LinuxCon in Portland, Ore., on Monday: "Lin... Full Article at Town Hall

7. FLOSS Weekly 88: Linus Torvalds

this WEEK in TECH 3 weeks ago

A chat at LinuxCon with Linus Torvalds, who initiated development of the Linux kernel. Full Article at this WEEK in TECH

8. Does this Kernel make me look FAT?

LXer 3 weeks ago

a netbook for my system instead of a Desktop my priorities might change to something smaller and light weight. Full Article at LXer

9. Red Hat CEO vs. Torvalds: More Linux features don't equate to bloat

Between the Lines 3 weeks ago

Red Hat CEO Jim Whitehurst disagreed with Linus Torvalds' contention that Linux has become bloated. Full Article at Between the Lines

10. Has Linux gained too much weight?

ITPro 3 weeks ago

The godfather of Linux, Linus Torvalds, has never been one to hold his tongue. Full Article at ITPro